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Ford 302 Engines Now for Sale Online at RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com

Ford 302 engines are now for sale online at the http://remanufacturedenginesforsale.com
website. The new arrival of this classic V8 engine by the Ford Motor Company is part of a
rebuilt motor expansion that is now helping more vehicle owners and companies that purchase
motors for replacement purposes.

San Francisco, California (PRWEB) January 21, 2013 -- Ford has produced some of the most used V8 engines
in history. Classic car restoration projects and vehicle owners requiring a replacement depend on quality
motors. The RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com company is now offering Ford 302 engines for sale online.
These classic motors were used in many Ford vehicles and owners of these vehicles or companies replacing
engines are expected to benefit from this inventory addition. More information can be found online at
http://www.remanufacturedenginesforsale.com/ford/ford-302-engines.

The 302 size was re-branded in the 1980s as the 5.0-liter variant. This was used in the Mustang series as well as
earlier editions. The V8 engines that Ford produces are capable of providing over 300 horsepower. This high
level of performance represents one of the reasons that these motors have remained a popular replacement. The
reconditioned versions that are now offered online for sale are now providing a trusted resource for buyers.
These editions are rebuilt by hand and tested upon completion.

The integration of dyno testing has helped the rebuilt engines community to increase overall quality. These
digital testing and measurement devices provide the results that engine buyers often demand when purchasing
an OEM compatible replacement. The calibration and measuring features that these devices provide gives one
final overview before a motor is shipped. The RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com company now tests all in
stock editions with this dynamometer process.

The recent inventory of motors added to the company warehouse has helped this company to provide a new
engine warranty program. Test market data was completed late last year for specific vehicle lineups. The re-
branding of the company warranty policy now applies 36 months of coverage to each sale. This is designed to
protect the application of the genuine parts that are installed during each build. The mechanic labor that is put
into the build is also part of the warranty. This 36-month coverage also includes unlimited mileage.

The news announcement for the start of this warranty program for pickup trucks can be found in an earlier
release at http://www.chron.com/business/press-releases/article/Rebuilt-Engines-for-Pickup-Trucks-Get-New-
3-Year-4205245.php.

About Remanufactured Engines for Sale

The Remanufactured Engines for Sale company is one example of what reinvesting in a business can do for
annual profits. The upgrades in technology and trained staff have helped this company to offer a high level of
customer quality. Through price drops and additional programs, this company has maintained its satisfaction
levels with each shipped motor. The rebuilt engines that are produced daily at the Remanufactured Engines for
Sale company now receive warranties for 3 years. The brands of Ford, Chevy, Chrysler, Dodge, Toyota and
Isuzu are now included in the extended coverage warranty plans.
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Contact Information
Joel Hurst
Remanufactured Engines for Sale
http://www.remanufacturedenginesforsale.com
1-877-630-3873

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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